Abstract-In the ATLAS experiment, the calibration of the precision chambers of the muon spectrometer is very demanding, since the rate of muon tracks required to get a complete calibration in homogeneous conditions and to feed prompt reconstruction with fresh calibration constants is very high.
The best place to get muon tracks suitable for muon detector calibration is the second level trigger, where the pre-selection of data related to a limited space region by the first level trigger allows the selection of all (and only) the hits from a single track and to add some useful information to speed up the calibration process. Furthermore, online data extractions allows calibration data collection without performing special runs that would require special tuning of parameters of the ATLAS TDAQ system.
A complex system, involving a specific data collection path in the ATLAS TDAQ, the quasi-online distribution of data through the grid to three calibration farms sitting in Tier-2 computing centers and the storage and replication of calibration parameters into local and central databases, is described, and its current performance are discussed.
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III. THE CALIBRATION Loop
The loop is shown on into data files ("N-tuples") which are used for calibrations and to fill data quality plots. New calibration constants are written to a local calibration database [7] which is used to fill the main ATLAS reconstruction database ("COOL DB") [9] .
The entire loop from the close of data-taking to the loading of new calibration constants in the COOL DB is completed in less than 36 hours. With daily calibrations the calibration stream provides the means of monitoring the stability of calibrations over a long An muon drift tube time spectrum with a timing offset fit shown (red curve at rising edge of the spectrum). The timing offset is defined as the half-way point of the rising edge. 
